
f/IndJa. a sacred land known for its rich culture, is 

recognized worldwide for its wide variety of 

unique traditions and customs. As a means to 

rejoice and deepen this prosperous heritage, 

thousands of utsovs (festivals) are held 

throughout the year. The vast numbers of 

festivals celebrated in India often awe the 

foreigners and natives alike. The rich cultural 

heritage of India attracts foreigners during the 

celebration of many popular festivals including 

Diwoli. lonomoshtmi. Rom Novmi. Roksho 

monotony of routine life, utsovs kindle a Historically; the festival itself dates to ancient 

renewed sense of enthusiasm, vigor and times, tracing its origins to the festival of 

resolve for all those in attendance. The cheerful 'Vasantotsava: which was an important 

and lively atmosphere associated with utsovs celebration marking the beginning of the 

can provide the impetus to seize the moment agricultural season. In Hinduism. Vosont 

and live our daily life to fullest. In turn. while Ponchomi is a day to celebrate the Hindu 

each festival has its own origin and significance, goddess Saraswatl who stands as a symbol of 

the common basis of all Indian celebrations is wisdom. Hence Vosont Ponchomi venerates the 

that it celebrates human life. different facets of learning such as the sciences, 

arts &crafts and music. 

One such festival is Vosont Ponchomi. Theword 

Bondhon ond Holi. Through the vivid colors, Vosont signifies 'the spring season: while the In the Swaminarayan faith. Vosont Ponchomi 

displays and sounds, utsovs reflect not only the word Ponchomi specifies the fifth day of the marks a glorious occasion, celebrating two 

importance of celebrating the rich cultural Indian month of Magh. Taken together, Vosont major events: 1) the advent of the Shikshopotri. 

background. but of celebrating life itself. Ponchomi celebrates the first day of spring. and 2) the birth of Shostriji Mohoroj (Shastri 

With the blooming of nature after the Yagnapurushdas). This Special Edition of 

The vibrant festivals play an integral part in the dormancy of winter, this utsov is celebrated Outreach will detail the Significance of Vasant 

life of each and every Indian. Breaking the with great exuberance and festivity. Panchaml in commemorating these two events. 

looking Back: Vasant Panchami was celebrated with great enthusiasm at the Haridham Temple, NJ on Saturday, Feb 12th 2011. There were five different bhakti-dramas 
performed by the youths of the temple. Be sure to check out the video recap of this great utsav@http://yds.org/haridhamnVdarshan!video-darshan! 

Recognizing the lives of the Great The Life of Shastriji Maharaj 

Shastriji Maharaj was born on Vasant Panchami 

in 1865 AD in Mahelav, a small village near 

Anand in Gujarat. His birth marked a major 

turning point in the history of the 

Swaminarayan faith. He had an inspiring 

childhood. different from most which was 

evidenced by His devotion and religious deeds. 

Early in His youth, He was initiated into 

sainthood and named Yagnapurushdasji. His 

dexterity was second to none in saintliness and 

learning. He became a Shostri (master) in the 

Sanskrit scriptures, a degree that earned Him 

the name, Shastriji Maharaj. 

Shastriji Maharaj was the third spiritual 

successor of the legacy of Lord Swaminarayan. 

He passionately propagated the dual form of 

worship of Shri Akshar Purushottam, which is 

the essence of the Swaminarayan sect; 

Akshar Purushottam - dual worship is a faith 

which involves worshipping Purushottam 

(Lord Swaminarayan) with Aksharbrahma 

(Gunatitanand Swami). This philosophy simply 

does not stop at believing oneself as Brahma, 

but goes a step forward to propagate that 

one should believe oneself to be Brahma 

(Akshar)andalwaysserve the Parabrahma 

(Purushottam). 

Propagating this philosophy was by no means 

trivial. but was truly revolutionary. Despite the 

vast contemptuous behavior from opponents 

and resistance from society; Shastriji Maharaj 

remained undeterred in His endeavor to 

establish the Akshar Purushottam worship, 

as propounded by Lord Swaminarayan. 

Striving in the dire hardships, He built five 

temples at different locations in Gujarat 

through which He spread the message of 

devotion to Shri Akshar Purushottam 

Maharaj. These five temples are the 

pinnacles of accomplishments in the 

history of Shri Akshar Purushottam worship. 

A t the end of His mortal life, He indicated 

Guruhari Yogiji Maharaj as His successor, the 

manifestation of Aksharbrahm. 

http://www.yds.org/haridhamnj/darshan/video-darshan/
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